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HAIL! THE KING!
Mercario Landicho

0 little town of Bethlehem, how still we sec you lie!
Above in deep and dreamless sleep the silent stars go by.
While here below shines Christ Our Lord, the everlasting
Light:
0 brilliant stars, proclaim His birth, for God is born this
night!
How quietly, how silently, Our Lord has come to men!
Xo ear may hear, no eye may see the God in Bethlehem,
For ear may hear, and eye may see only an Infant small;
Only a tiny Child is born, but worlds shall heed His call.
Shall heed His call, and act His words, and souls shall live
once more,
For with the coming of the Lord, on men His graces pour.
0 brilliant stars, sing praise to God, and peace to men on
earth.
For He has blessed the whole, wide world through this His
sacred birth!
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THE

AN UNEXPECTED

Joseph S. Logan

a permit from the dispatcher to spend
this great feast at home.

Though it was not yet the middle
of December, Tim had bought the customary Christmas tree, and procured
the several little presents for the
members of his happy family.
He was back at his work in earnest
after all holiday preparations had been
made, happy in the thought of such a
cheery outlook for

Christmas. At the
finish of his next run, however, he
beheld his name upon the round-house

bulletin board,—"Riley changed from
Route 2 to Route 7, effective December 15th, until further notice."

Upon reading this, Tim's heart sank
'in his bosom. Were his hopes thus
shattered? No, it could not
be!
There must be some mistake. Without changing his oil-bespattered overalls, he hurried to the offices of the
railway, seeking Mr. Stearns, the dispatcher.
Riley's face spoke his anxiety as he made known his mission.
"That notice must be incorrect,"
said Tim eagerly, "as I received leave
from

the company some

time ago."
"We have thought of that, Mr. Riley," replied Stearns, "and we realize
your disappointment, but

.
.
.
of low birth.
In the Infant they had found
.
.
Their
.

year he had managed to obtain

of absence

junk. Well, I had to substitute the
following:

Howard LeCalir

Tim Riley was an engineer on one
of the large Eastern railroads. For
weeks he had been looking forward to
the celebration of Christmas with his
wife and three children. During the
seven years that he had been working
with the company, only once had he
been given Christmas day off, but
this
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THE THREE KINGS

CHRISTMAS GIFT

*
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Thompson,

whose place you are to take, has suffered a stroke of apoplexy, and Rob-

We three have journeyed far and long, Again that melody from the skies
Beneath this brilliant star,
Flows down in a lovely stream.
And now it stops—we hear a song
The humble shfepherds from neighboring hills
That greets us from afar.
It greets us from afar, sweet-strained
Are here upon their knees;
Upon the midnight air,
And the Babe a holy love instills
And we know now our goal is gained.
What is that golden glare?
It is a light shed down from Heaven

Upon a hovel lowly,

And here's the goal for which we've
striven
The Christ-Child pure and holy.
The Savior in the manger lies.
His bright blue eyes agleam:
—

deep-rooted faith so typical of his
race, had long made it a practice to
entrust his burdens and troubles to
the tender mercy of the Sacred Heart.
On the next morning, just ten days
before the feast of the Nativity, the
novena began. Tim, his wife, and his

three children entered into it with
great fervor, and every morning, at
seven o'clock Mass, Tim's wife and
children

received

Holy

Communion

for their very special intention.

At last the ninth day of the novena
came, and no

word of change had

been received. Tim spent the whole
of the twenty-fourth at home with his
family, and retired early that sad
Christmas eve because it was neces-

Into the hearts of these.

Then I and my companions two
At last before our God,
Give Him His adoration due:
We kneel upon the sod.
We kneel and pray, and from above
Comes through the night so still: —•
"Peace on earth, a holy peace;
And to all mankind good will!"

ONE CHRISTMAS
John Spiller

Starvation was staring me in the

face, for I had no income. The P
hadn't accepted an article of mine in
a month.

Four years of Journalism

been

and I had not

due for a

enough

week,
credit with the landlady for a

crust of bread.
look

I had

What a cheery outmerry Christmas!
more try

for a

well!
I thought one
couldn't do any harm.
Ah

Unto the world that night

sary to start to work early the next

Was sent

morning.

That ever blest

About half-past four on Christmas
morning, he set out for work, breathing prayers of adoration to the Holy
Child. When entering the roundhouse, he eagerly scanned the board
for notice of reprieve, but there was
none to be found. After colthing himself in his working suit, he went slowly and sadly into the office to await

My rent had

wasted—a total failure.

Someone

greatest gift

the

had

—

knocked

officer.

with another I
redisheveled my already rumpled locks and made a leap
for the door. With a fierce jerk I opened it. and the messenger boy before
me fell back to the wall of the passage way, terror-stricken. Out of the
murky gloom of the hall a hand threw
an envelope at my feet, and then its

owner made a hasty exit by way of
the back stairs, which indeed sounded
as though they were bearing a retreating army.
To tell the truth, I was ashamed of
myself, and in a thoroughly chastened
mood, I picked up the letter, opened it
and read as follows:
Dear Sir, Enclosed find money order for fifty dollars ($5O) for article on Winter Sports,
which will appear in January number.
Sincerely,
P
For a long while I sat there overjoyed; finally I awoke from my daze
and was just about to tear up the

worthless hash of useless words that
I had concocted, when another knock
sounded at the door.
"Come in! Have you change for a
fifty? I'll subscribe to anything now!"
"Faith, and yez will, will yez? Begorra, you'll just pay up your back
rint or, by the faith of me fathers,
I'll be afther murdherin' yez."
"Why,

upon

the

door, and at my invitation, had opened it and confronted me. It was a

Salvation Army

Rat-tat-tat.
Emitting an exasperated and disgusted moan I cleared the
table with one sweep of my hand, paper, pencil, pen, ink, books and all,

"Wouldn't

you subscribe to our Christmas relief
fund? Tank of da liddle starving bebies of da poor!"

erts has quit. Consequently we are
in a tight fix for men to take their
"No sir, I couldn't subscribe, even
positions, and we shall have to cancel the train.
though I wished to. I'm a starving
all previous furloughs. If tlrere is
baby myself.
Good-day!"
While he was there, the phone rang,
any possible opening, however, you
and the operator took the message.
Now
the
whole
trend of my thought
may rely upon getting the first call."
glanced
She
over
at
who
was
I sat there for half
had
been
broken.
Tim,
Thanking the dispatcher, Tim left the
seemingly engrossed in a newspaper, an hour trying to piece together a
office with a heavy heart, his longand smiled..
Then she went outside sensible sentence from the shattered
cherished hopes having been so rudely
to
the Bulletin
Board, and wrote wreck of the inspiration that was saildisappointed.
something, and again entered the ofing before my mind when it grounded
On his return home that evening,
fice.
on the rocks of rude interruption. HowTim's wife greeted him at the doorever, I finally managed to continue.
something
"There's
on
the
board
step with her customary hearty smile,
but it was not long before she saw that might interest you, Riley," she
man's sight
said, with a suggestive nod. Tim
from his troubled expression and lagA Redeemer . . .
hastened
when
he
saw
outside,
steps
wrong.
that
and
ging
something was
The Shepherd gathered round
"Sure and what is the matter. Tim, what had been written, he threw his
The parents . . .
and
wild
gave
hat
into
the
a
air,
my dear?" she questioned. "Oh, just
The message read,
a bit of Old Nick's trouble making,'' whoop of joy.
again. In a
That
darned
door
he replied. "I'm afraid its going to "There had been a big snow-slide
be a dreary Christmas for us after all, south, and all train service will be gruff voice I growled out a belligerent
suspended for thirty-six hours."
"What the devil do you want?" A
Bridget; I have been shifted to anoththin feminine voice replied, "Now, my
er route, altogether, and I can't be
The engineer joyously hurried from
good sir, just think of the dreary
home for the feast."
the roundhouse and arrived home just
Christmas that the poor and needy
Though the facts were but too plain, in time to go :o the six o'clock Mass
will have this year if we don't help
and there seemed but little hope of with his surprised wife.
That day them. Now we are collect
any change, still Mrs. Riley was not was a memorable one for
Tim Riley
"No! I'm flat broke. Come around
so pessimistic.
"Mavbe Thompson and his happy little family, and we
Good-bye
Christmas
with a basket.
then,"
said,
will be back before
may be sure that these pious souls
she
good luck!"
"so let us make a novena to the Sadid not forget to thank the all-good and
cred Heart." This suggestion was very God for making their yule-tide joy so
I couldn't for the life of me finish
agreeable to Tim, whose staunch complete by this unexpected Christthat thought. I had wasted another
heart, enkindled with that firm and
mas gift.
half-hour in the salvage of literary
—"

surely,

Mrs.

O'Flannigan!

I've just got a story accepted.

Hoo-

ray! Say, dish me up something hot,
will you? I'm almost famished to the
point of tears, wherever that is!"
Well, all that was years ago. and b;
George! I do believe that if I hadn't
met up with the Mrs., and if her father had not taken me into his less
romantic, but

more

remunerative real

estate business, I'd still be a human

camel—three weeks between meals.

HOUSE OF
ROCK
3204 EASTLAKE
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The Dean of Railsbury

"LECTURE ON ALASKA AND ADDRESS BY RT. REV. JOSEPH

R. CRIMONT"
Archie Richardson

By

Xaviers" of Mt. St. Michael's.

during the course of the lecture, gave
ample testimony of his popularity.
As. "no one can appreciate or conceive all the beauties of Alaska, without seeing the "Land of the Midnight
Sun," so too, no one could appreciate
a report of the words of His Lordship, delivered in his address to the
students. No report could be made,
for eloquence does not appear on
paper, and only those, who heard the
address of the College guest could be
touched, by the depth of thought and
emotion, that arose from the soul of
the Bishop of the Frozen Northland,
"Small of Stature, but Large of
Heart."
Bishop Crimont stated that, "all
Catholic boys should share in the
work of converting Alaska, by prayer
and material sacrifice."
That, although old, the work of the Church,
in the land, north of 53 degrees is not
known.
That, the first worship, the
first Mass, and it was a High Mass, in
Alaska, was celebrated over 175 years
ago, by a Franciscan Friar in a Spanish frigate on a tour of exploration to
Prince William Sound and to Ressurrection Bay—the present site of the
town of Seward. But what are the
results for the Church? It is not the
fault of the few missionaries, that the
whole country has not been converted.
No!
Others have been ahead of the
Catholics, with the exception of Bishop
Segurs of Victoria. The missionaries
have been too few—and it takes too
much money —even to live as Esqui-

meaux.
The inland "Cliff Dwellers" receive
their consolations of the Faith, only
when they travel to Nome, which is
possible only in the summer months.
The people around the Bering Sea
district are wonderful Saints, repeating the Christian heroism of the first
century.
A year ago, the Superintendent of Education for Alaska wished to establish a school in their district and give them a teacher. But,

Exchanges

Egan

An abhorrer of all gambling, the
Dean particularly hated horse racing.

Hiliyard, Wash., and given by Mr.
John Courtney and Mr. Wm. Kendall.
In the minds of all Americans, the
thought of Alaska is coupled with another—Bishop Crimont. And that day,
the 28th of November, will be long
remembered, for Seattle College was
favored with the presence of His Lordship. Rt. Rev. Joseph R. Crimont, the
first Bishop of Alaska. The thunderous applause that greeted the portrait
of His Lordship in Northern attire,

Granville

The Springhillian was the most atMaking their debut of the season
tractive publication received in the
typical
English
comedy,
a
the
Sein
exchanges this month, and is a prodattle College thespians gave a treat
uct of Springhill College, Mobile, Ala.
to the theatre-going public which has
Upon opening its simple cover one
rarely been accorded them elsewhere.
finds a veritable cache of short stories,
In the first act of the "Dean of
poems and essays which would grace
Railsbury," Dr. Theodore Todd. Dean
the pages of any magazine. One of
of Railsbury, is greatly perturbed by
these, "My Summer Girl," is a sketch
financial difficulties.
on the classic, Lorna Doone. The auA chapel for the college is in prothor uses a unique method in summarject and the Dean has promised 200 izing
this great masterpiece, introducpounds to the cause if fourteen othing it as his summer sweetheart in a
ers would give a like amount. These manner which is bound to attract the
fourteen are found and the Dean finds attention of any gentleman
scholar.
himself without the necessary amount. "The Return of the Professor," and

"To most Americans Alaska conjures up a land rugged and majestic
in its grandeur—where once men
braved death and hardships, in the
mad rush of 1898—for the god-gold."
Yet. now all who witnessed the scenic
portrayal of Alaska life on the 28th
of November, have changed from that
erroneous opinion. For, on that clay,
the students of Seattle College had
the pleasure of listening to the "first
of a series of lectures on the little
known, and much neglected American
Mission—Alaska," as compiled by the

"modern
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JOHN O'DONNELL

So much so that all his servants and
pupils were forbidden to leave the
premises on days of the races.

When the Great Northern, southWhile pondering over his pecuniary
bound, pulled out of the depot at 1:30
affairs, Dean Todd's long estranged
o'clock last Wednesday afternoon it
brother comes back into the fold, and
had aboard it John O'Donnell, a Segives him a tip to bet on Dandy Dick
attle College graduate, bound for the
on the race tomorrow.
After much
Sacred Heart Novitiate at Los Gatos,
deliberation and against his better
Calif.
judgment, the Dean sends his servant
The departure of John O'Donnell for
to place ten pounds on Dandy Dick.
the Jesuit Seminary makes the third
Meanwhile, his nephew, Nat Evelyn,
College student that has left this fall
his unwilling step-father to a
drags
in answer to the call of God, "to leave
famous resort, the Jockey Club.
his dwelling and follow Him."
As it happens, the Dean is likewise
The determination to enter the Jesuit order and follow the better course forced to attend the same club, but
was made by "Johnny," as he was af- before he leaves home, he forbids
Nat's stepfather to leave the house.
fectionately known by his schoolmates, about a month ago, and the Many are the complications in their
former College athlete and student is efforts to avoid detection both at the
club and later on in the court room.
now starting his education and preparation that will bring him back to All turns out well, however, and the
Seattle a Jesuit teaching scholastic in Dean's more fortunate brother gives
him enough money to pay his debt.
six or seven years.
Stuntz, in the role of Nat Evelyn,
For three years "Johnny" made his
letter on the football team, playing in made a most devilish and dashing
the backfleld. He was also a star per- youth, and this, contrasted with the
former both in the hoop and diamond extreme simpleness of his stepfather,
game, and those who knew him well favored the audience with not a few
will miss him. but will rejoice with laughs.
us in his chosen vocation, and will
And the stepfather.
join in wishing him the true happiness
LeClair clearly showed the patrons
he will enjoy.
that he is as much a home in comedy
as in the heavier drama.
he was questioned, "Who will be in
charge? We want a Catholic teacher."

"Putting it Over" are also very Cleveland interesting and reflect their authors' ability in narration. The poems
are very entertaining, especially "The
Brighter Goal" and "The Game."
The editorials reflect the spirit of
Springhill and a well written exchange
column is maintained.
In all, the Springhillian is beyond
our criticism, and we look forward to

the next issue of this most enjoyable
magazine.
Other

publications

received

this

month were:

The Academia, The
Santa Clara, The Trail, The Talisman,

Broadway Whims, The Chinook, Gonzaga Bulletin, Tolo, and The Campionette.

COMPLIMENTS
OF A

FRIEND
■

NATIONAL BICYCLES
GOOD, REBUILT BIKES ON SALE
SUNDRIES, REPAIRING

HARDY'S
111 Marion Street

�

——�

George W. Rourke

Those who were fortunate enough
to witness the Polly of the Cross remember him as a cruel, crafty, cunning villain, and this time they behald
him as a simple, very simple, magis-

Insurance Agency

Once in Nome, I heard of an act of
devotion from Father Bernard. There
was a young Esquimax, who was inttrate.
structed and later converted by the
But if the Hon. Horace Potter was
Sisters in the hospital, as he was lying
simple, the equally Hon. Judge Sconon his bed, dying. On recovering, he
;er was idiotic. Gerdon for the first
went home, instructed his friends, in
time tried the part of an old man, ||
the Faith and then brought twenty of and
the writer has nothing but praise
them
to
Nome
to
be baptized.
for that distinguished member of 4th
These neophyts needed no further inHi.
struction, the young convert had done
Glenn and Connell had roles that
his work so well.
fitted them perfectly, but anyone faMany of the Indians of the "Land miliar with dramatics realizes that
Tribes" are anxious to be baptized. these are the hardest parts, for they
They travel, with this end in view, all call for natural acting, and it is exsummer, from their homes to the Mistremely difficult to act natural with
sions. And are disappointed to learn one thousand eyes watching your evthat they have to undergo instruction ery move.
before they can be received into the
Col. Markham, of his majesty's
Church.
Sometimes this instruction army, a
brusk individual with twinktakes weeks, sometimes months, for
ling eyes and rushing speech, was a
the majority or tnese Indians are very very lifelike character* indeed, and
old.
Ivers is to be given great credit, es(Continued on page 11.)
(Continued on page 11.)
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that you might be well-treated by Santa Claus!

'25
'25
Booth, H.5.'24

siderably greater. But remembering how happy
you were help to make the children of today
happy.
Think of the poverty-stricken child who
hasn't even a specially cooked meal to look forward to —unless of course someone plays Santa
Claus. Then how happy they will be!
But the
real joy of the occasion will be that of him who
Anyway
plays Santa Claus.
Try it and see.
"Don't Be a Scrooge."
THE
ORCHESTRA

Though little has been expressly
said in praise of the orchestra

this year, still the many favorable comments and the hearty round of applause
after its every performance, have made it evident
that Seattle ollege appreciates and is proud of its
orchestra.

°

Business

December. 19*23

Then the reward on Christmas morning! Happy
memories!
You can't enjoy it that way now.
Your capacity for pleasure has been made con-

O

|

PALESTRA

Q

We must confess that the fact that some of the
old familiars were missing from our ranks at the
beginning of the year made us a little anxious
as to whether the orchestra could maintain the
enviable reputation it has always enjoyed. But
the crowd of new faces that came to fill to overflowing the vacant places, and the exceptionally
good spirit displayed by all the members made

n
O

us confident at once.
S. C. students are privileged to hear their orchestra often, but friends of the college hear it

Charles Dickens, when he wrote
A
"A Christmas Carol" depicted in
Scrooge a character to be found
all over the world.
Dickens is famous for his
character types and this is one of his best. A
young fellow reading that narrative would dub
Scrooge an old fool, and think to himself, "How
can anyone get that way?"

only on such public occasions as College plays.
It is on these occasions that we learn to appreciate what we have in the musical line and how
fortunate we are to have it. After "The Dean of
Railsbury" complimentary comments on the music
were many. It was remarked that there was not
only the humdrum execution of note and time that
one would expect from thirty young students, but
that there was a unified expression and soulful
rendition of difficult selections that was exquisite. And we may well say that it was the
orchestra that added the brilliancy and finish that
made the evenings' performances such successes.
The orchestra has been busy this year playing

n
o

Pi

soaor

—locaoi—_
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DON'T BE
SCROOGE

It is very easy to become a Scrooge, and the
greatest danger in becoming a Scrooge lies not
only in the inability to correct, but also in the
inability to see the transition. Pick out a man
whom you would term a Scrooge and accuse him
of it.
He will deny that he resembles that famous character. Ask him what Christmas means
to him. It means nothing else than a childish
tradition to be enjoyed in ones youth. He has
become a Scrooge.

That's what Scrooge thought. That's what so
many men and women of today, taken up with
business and social duties, think.
But show
them, as Scrooge was shown, and they will see
that they are missing half their life by missing the
true meaning of the Christmas spirit.

They will find that it is not a childish tradition.
They will understand that it is the birthday of
the greatest of all men, the God-Man Jesus Christ.
If they halt a bit on February the twelfth and
twenty second to honor Lincoln and Washington, great men surely, they should halt longer to
honor Jesus Christ, God Himself.
They will wonder, once they get into the spirit,
why they are touched by generosity, why the very
air seems saturated with it, why it has permeated shops, streets, buildings, conversations,
But is it not
smiles, handshakes, everything.
customary to commemorate great men in some
way peculiar to them, or to reenact some notable
happening in their lives. Consider then, that of
all the doctrines Christ taught, the one He emphasized most, mentioned most was Charity. He
was Charity incarnate. Hence it is not peculiar
that we are prompted to notice that poor blind
beggar on the corner, whom we had purposely
not noticed for a year.
To pass up the Christmas spirit when we are
out of childhood is to fossilize, to become a
Scrooge, to miss half the really good things of
this life. Remember the joy Christmas brought
you when a child. How you looked forward to
it. counted the days, were good and worked hard

for

bazaars, lectures and entertainments.

For-

tunately our musicians' generosity and good-will
make them enjoy their daily practice, so that
their many engagements, already scheduled for
after Christmas, will not be too hard on them.
We must nevertheless take off our hats to the
members of the orchestra and congratulate them.
May they continue to do their part in making
Seattle College more known and liked.
PITY
MISERY

Christmas is here, and unlike Scrooge
in Dickens' "Tiny Tim," we are not
so callous to the spirit of Christmas
that we say "Bah" to a hearty "Merry Christmas."
As the story goes, Scrooge was a miser, a
stingy grouch, and a mean, dyspeptic old man
who was soured on every human he met. "What
did Christmas? Only a poor excuse to get money
and greetings out of such better-fixed business
men as himself." To the devil with solicitations
and hypocritical greetings, was the theory of
Dickens' villian. "Bob Cratchett can come an
hour earlier tomorrow to make up for this wasted
Bah for his invalid Tiny
day. Bah for him!
Tim! There are too many helpless in the world
already."
As we read on. the spirit of Christmas visits
old Scrooge while the latter sleeps, and lo and
behold he is converted by the misery he sees!
The next day is Christmas, and Scrooge greets
the first person he meets with a "Merry Christmas." His joviality and good-will surprise the
people so much that they thought poor old Scrooge
was crazy.

Dickens' story has its moral —"Have pity on
the misery around you and don't be so stingy and
miserly that you cannot enter into the Christmas
spirit."

We don't want our readers to think that, like
Scrooge, we are crazy simply because we are
filled with the season's cheer. But when the holly
and mistletoe are displayed and Santa Clauses
are running around wild we feel like patting
everybody on the back and telling them what fine
fellows they are. Especially do we feel jovially
inclined toward those who have helped us, who
have made our Christmas really merry; to those
to whom we are obliged we feel in duty bound by
the precepts of gratitude to repay.
And Christmas by the very nature of the season is not only
our sole, but our finest opportunity to redeem our
obligation.
Thus it is that we wish to send, wrapt in a
fine box, well packed and covered with Christmas
seals, a present of a hearty "Merry Christmas"
to all those who have helped us. Our "Merry
Christmas" is directed not only to our adver-

tisers, contributors, readers and patrons, but
also to everyone of our friends who have in any
way aided in making this the biggest and best
Christmastide we have ever known.
OUR

Why do we exist? The answer
is on the tip of every Christian
tongue. Yet, ask a pagan that
MISSIONS
same question and how will be
answer it? Not, to know God,
to love Him, and to serve Him, in this world, and
to be happy with Him forever in the next." No!
Not that, the correct answer, but probably it will
be, "To eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow, I
RELATIONS
TO

die."
What is success? The pagan will answer, in
a similar manner to the definition given us, by
the now famous, rather "infamous," H. G. Wells,
in his article contributed to the "American Magazine."
It commences with the following selection: "There was a time when great multitudes
of men and women sought salvation as their
chief end in life, and it is still a riddle to many
of us what positive thing they imagined they
sought." It is cleverly worded and written in a
neat style, we admit, but it holds up to ridicule
Tradition and Revelation.
This, together with
the disregard of rights of mothers, and of imagining children, "as a means of support for old
age," is Paganism.
But disregarding H. G. Wells' nearsightedness,
we find in this our "enlightened twentieth century," that people seek Salvation. He would find
if he lived centuries ago, that our ancestors were
pagans, that pagan ideals suited them and their
children and constituted their life and purpose of
existence. But today, thank God, that is changed,
for there appeared Apostles among the peoples of
the earth, among the populous cities, among the
growing towns, everywhere; teaching, instructing and repeating the greatest of all messages,
"Glory to God in the highest, and on earth, peace
to men of good-will." These instructors were the
missionaries, to whom, on account of their "undying zeal" and untiring efforts, to save souls, is
owed after God mankind's greatest possession—
our Religion.

The filth of pagan Rome was overcome by
these same men —and the Western Hemisphere

owes its Christianity to their preaching; they
who convinced the leaders of paganism—Rome—■
to give up their idolatrous ideals for the true
ideals of Christianity.
But, "one good turn deserves another."
The
missionaries gave us our greatest possession by
converting our ancestors. Today, there are many
fields, among the wealthy and among the poor,
at home and abroad. For the conversion of the
wealthy class of pagans all that is needed, from
us, is prayer. Is not this one way to square our
needed, by the missionary. Is not this the second means of making return for the greatest
favor ever bestowed on man —our Religion? If
only the pennies spent upon luxuries were given
in this cause, think of what it would mean!
,

CHRISTMAS

and in

accordance with the holiday
spirit, the city was gaily decorated.
In the business section crowded and
good-natured throngs were making
Sweetest season of all the year;
Burdened with blessings and happy merry. On one of the street corners,
and in the midst of a large crowd,
cheer!
What songs in the hearts of men you stood a little lad of probably seven
years gazing wistfully with his large,
sing!
What joy and peace to the earth you beautiful eyes at those who passed him
by heedlessly.
bring!

i

mas candle.

Through the window he
could discern the figures of three peo-

John Courtney

The woes of the world are cast away,
For the Christ was born on Christmas

day;
The spirit of Love has conquered men,

A LEGEND OF THE

I

CHRIST CHILD
I

William Taylor
Amidst the general inclination

"Surely." thought the child, "in this
great city where there is so much joy,
there must be some for me." But no
one paid him the slightest attention,
and working himself out of the throng
he wended his way to a quieter section.
"Perhaps," thought he, "in this
great house there will be room for a
tired boy," and walking up he timidly
knocked at the door of a pretentious
mansion. He saw that the rooms inside were gay with candles and flowers. At one end of the hall stood a
large Christmas tree flooded with
presents, while around it a group of
children were singing and dancing.
At last in response to his repeated
knock there came a servant to the
door, who, seeing the lad's attire, bade
him in a harsh and unpleasant voice
to be gone.

to-

ward happiness, the bustle ot spirits

and the stir of affections, so prevalent
this, the Yuletide, season, what
heart can remain insensible to the genial feelings of the time? It is indeed

at

a period of regenerated feeling, a
period of the year for kindling the
flame of Christmas charity in the

heart.
But to some poor soul, alone in the
world, what happiness can there be
without the gratifying satisfaction of
human companionslvo? Such is truly
a sorry plight. And on the other hand,

|

So the child went, and drew his
meager garments closer about him.
for the night grew colder and sharper.
What miserable surroundings for a
child of such tender years! The snow

I

lay very deep, and the soft and flaky
substance practically engulfed the
shivering youngster. It lay with the
neatliest finished border on every slopbrought in to partake of the good cheer ing roof, made the quaint old gables
and happy festivities of some joyous stand out with a new depth of color;
For home, the idea of it weighed heavily on the bended trees
household?
home, fraught with the fragrance of and bushes until it fell from them with
domestic joys, reanimates the droop- a shuddering sound; it clothed the veling spirit as the sweeping breeze will vety garden walls with whiteness, and
sometimes waft the freshness of the caused the windows to look like dark
distant hills to the weary traveler of blotches on an otherwise perfect landthe plains.
| scape.
To illustrate the feelings of the
Still the child wandered from door
|

what joy must be created if a lonely
wanderer is received with open arms
and the warm grasp of hospitality, and

time,

the

heartless

self-interest

ple sitting around the fire. It was an
aged mother, evidently telling her son
and daughter a story. Then the lad
knocked softly at the door.

1

Since in the world is its God again.

of

some, and the blessed kind-heartedness of others, I recall a legend of the
older countries of Europe, a story simple in the extreme, yet one that
teaches a lesson to a world daily growing colder.
It seems that many long years ago
the incident I have heard of was enacted. It was Christmas Eve in one
of the important cities of the time,

i

I

to door.

5

PALESTEA

He seemed to be the only one
without a home. Now he wandered
into the poorer section of the city, and
still he met with rebuffs. He was be>
coming downhearted. "I will try one
more house," he thought, "surely they
will not refuse me entrance."
With that he turned to the nearest
dwelling, which chanced to be a rough
hut with one small window through
which shone the light of a tiny Christ-

The girl started.

"What was that,

mother?"
"Someone must be at the door," remother, "run quickly and
open it. It is too cold a night to keep
anyone waiting, and besides it is

plied the

1

THE

Christmas Eve."

The girl ran to the door and threw
it wide open exposing to their sympathetic gaze the shivering little figure
on the steps. The mother hurriedly
came forward and drew the child into
"O how cold you
the warm room.
are!" she exclaimed, throwing a tender
arm around his shoulders. "And I am
afraid you are hungry, too. Children,
is the soup still warm?"

;
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"Oh yes, mother," replied the boy
eagerly, "and he must have every bit
of it.
We couldn't eat it all even if
we were hungry. And O mother, he
looks so tired, please let him stay tonight."

A HOLLYWOOD
Emmet

CHRISTMAS
Kelly

It was the night before Christmas,

and there was not a sound to be heard
nor a person to be seen in the streets
of Hollywood.
Santa Claus with his sleigh and
reindeer stopped on the roof of a large
building. Looking over the city, he

judged that there was not a child in
Hollywood. Suddenly he saw a Kiddie Kar, the first auspicious sign, in
front of a large home. He drove his
reindeer thither, took his bag of toy*
and disappeared down the chimney.
In one corner of the room was a
bed with a little boy in it; in the other
corner were toys of all descriptions.
Every inch of the walls was covered
with pictures of the movie stars.
Santa went over to the toys to see
what the boy did not have. While he

was looking over them, the lad awoke.
"Who are you?" he asked.
"I am Santa."
"Well, who is Santa?
If you are

here for an interview you must see
my father, as he forbids me to see any
newspaper reporters unless he is with
me."
"But lam Santa Claus! Have you
course
he
shall
stay," responded never
"Of
heard of me?"
the mother. "Now children, make him
"No! I never heard of you. If you
welcome for the sake of the sweet
want to see me you can call at my
Babe of Bethlehem."
studio some day and I will show you
Then the boy and girl went forward around." The lad went back to sleep.
to take the child by the hand; but lo!
Santa took the lad's calling card,
even as they smiled upon him a glor- packed his toys and went back up the
ious light filled the room, and the chimney, disgusted with the children
space widened out and a brilliant of this age, picturing to himself how
splendor shone above their heads and the children of old used to sit up the
from sweet angelic voices came again whole night through just to see him.
on earth that sweet, inspiring canticle, "Glory to God in the highest; and
CHRISTMAS NIGHT
on earth peace to men of good will!"
By Geo. Shwartz
Soon in a daze they seemed to
awake, but the wondrous Child was no Ring out ye bells, ye holy bells;
longer in their midst.
Peal forth your notes again;
"Was it the Christ-Child?" the chil- For Christ the King is born tonight,
The Babe of Bethlehem.
dren asked in reverent awe, "and has
He left us?"
The

will

mother answered softly,

"He
never leave you so long as you

truly love Him."

Once more He comes a little child
So full of Christmas cheer,
While men thruout the whole wide
world

This is the legend of what happened
Re.ioice that He is here.
one Christmas Eve in the years gone
by. What has been may be; but at And Angels round the eternal throne
least as the good mother said:
"He
Send forth their song on high
will never leave you as long as you To everyone in heaven or earth.
love Him."
"The day of days is nigh."
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Frank M. Petschl

B O Y S—
Show us it pays to advertise in
The Palestra.

EVANS
314 Pine
Catholic Goods

E. W. O'KEEFE
610 First Avenue

CIGARS, CANDIES AND
SMOKERS' ARTICLES

Home of the Cuesta Rey
Clear Havana Cigar

3
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�

Eberharter's
Garage
High Class Automobile
Painting
PRICES REASONABLE

503 Westlake Avenue North
%

FAGAN'S
ECONOMY

Phone Main 3285
Orders Taken

become aspirants for the various
basketball teams of the school.
Third High
On account of the slow manner in
which ads are coming in, the Third
Year High had a meeting November
8. The class elected teams to go out
after ads, the winning team getting
the prize. The captains elected were
Carol Montgomery and Art Flagole.
The boys have determined to keep
the Loyalty Banner until they graduate. The classes that are after it are

*

-fr

TEAS

105 Corner Mkt.
for Anything

High Grade Teas and Coffees

BARTLETT'S SPECIALTY
SHOP

Best Shoe Shops
Sam Arena, Prop.

10%

When the boys have not
the gymnasium they play indoor baseball if the field permits. The yearlings have also made a' name for themselves in securing advertisements for
the Palestra. Every boy is willing to
try hard for the honor of First High

*

t

Acorn Market
33 ECONOMY MARKET
We Supply the College with Meats
Let us Serve You

Free Delivery

First

s

r

Coast Transfer and 1
Storage Co.
Local and Long Distance

<

Street

Hauling

PHONE MAIN 5317
—I

S

x

W. MARTIUS
Music & Piano House

1

1009 First Ave.

Main 1525
»
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COMPLIMENTS OF THE

PANTORIUM
DYE WORKS
We call for and deliver all over
the city with our fleet of
automobiles
PHONE

MAIN 7680

i
__

ft

M

Compliments
of a

Mission Pharmacy
19h Ave. No. and E. Aloha St.

When Christmas
Shopping Try the
Drug Store First

FRIEND
~,,,,,,,

�

Lakeview

Telephone Elliott 3630
703 Pine

Punch for
Dances

Main 4726
*

Pharmacy

WE DELIVER

SPEED—QUALITY—SEnVICE

Malt Syrup Hops
Botlleis' Supplies
V-

Off on All Work for
Thirty Days

>•--

"A."

>■
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t

the floor.

B
With ease the members of First B
have slipped into the life of the school.
Without show or noise its members
are part of every indoor and outdoor
activity it is given to beginners to
enjoy.
We feel that we have just naturally
become a part of the life of the college, and we know that the college hagy
month.
become a part of our own life.
Well, here's where Third High goes
Beside the ordinary routine of our
over the top this year with a hundred class work, concerning which our inper cent standing. The Loyalty Banstructors profess
themselves satisner is going with them to Fourth fied, and what greater praise can be
High.
had, the class activities have centered
Third Year High patronizes Pales- themselves about the common activitra Advertisers —How about YOU?
ties of the school. An example of its
Second High "A"
united and enthusiastic school spirit
Second High "A"
deserves spe- was evidenced when this smallest
cial mention for the fine style in High School class brought in the largwhich they put their specimen over. est ticket sale of the whole school.
The success of the specimen, their
With its quiet and steady drive,
first attempt in the field of college First "B" bids fair to wrest from all
endeavor, is due principally to the contenders the laurels of the Loyalty
splendid teaching of Mr. King, S. J.
Contest and any scholastic honors to
The class wes represented in the which those of our humble position
cast of the "Dean of Railsbury" by may aspire.

�

Cogswell I

��������

the gymnasium along with the Sophomores. They did not enter the league
but established one from their own
class. Four teams have been chosen,
and all four play every day they have

surely going to have a tough fight.
Watch Out.
Oh, yes, we have quite an actor in
our room, Mr. Mahoney, who was recently engaged in the Seattle Follies,
one of Seattle's most noted stage successes.
Mr. Crock, who was seriously ill
with scarlet fever, has returned to
school after an absence of about a

J. J. HUGHES

MARKET

jj

3r

50ct

J

Coffees

Hot Cake Flour
Cracked Wheat
Whole Wheat Flour
STALL 28

*

>

� ������������������������<

g.

t

'

1420 WESTERN AVE.

Emblems

» »

•

Red Shield Creamery
Co., Inc.

J Pictures

I

J Dr. X. P. DeDonato t

■

Seattle

Compliments of the

0

I

Although
did not
Work!
prove as successful as expected, yet a
t
great deal of spirit and interest was
shown by the members of the class.
They are striving energetically to
win the most sought after honor
of the school, the Loyalty Banner.
space. This class has also earned for
The presence of Fourth High stu- themselves a creditable place in the
dents in the recent play that proved Loyalty League.
so great a success was apparent. Earl
� ���������»����� ��.»-».»�����
Second High "B"
� � �
������������»
� � �
Gerdon portrayed Hon. Judge SconSecond High "B" members strove
cer, and is worthy of much commendBARBER SHOP
bravely to reach their quota for the
ation for the expressive and humor- recent play, but fell short by a mere
1010 23rd Ave. North
ous manner in which he handled his margin.
t
Children's Haircut 25c
�
part; while John Byrne, assuming the
During the month the basketball
� Ladies' Hair Bobbed Specialty,
up.
role of Inspector Carton, should cerwas
A strong
question
brought
FIRST CLASS WORK ASSURED
tainly receive due praise and appreteam is again expected to represent
ciation.
the class this year to uphold the honor
Fourth High gave able support to which Second High "B" received last
For Good Christmas Photographs*
year, when it proved the wonder team I
the football team, and as a conseI
See
�
�
quence numerous members received of the interclass basketball tourna&
letters. The coming basketball sea- ment.
son has attracted so much attention
First High "A"
� 202 Northern Life Bldg.
Ell. 2375 +
|
that almost half of its members have
The First High "A" lads have had �

t Young

Stall 38, Sanitary Market

f

�

t

QUALITY MEATS

*

DAUBERSMITH-HALLOCK

Sylvester O'Donnell, and he deserves
COMPANY
�
much praise for his role.
THardware, Paints, Sheet Metal
Behind the wonderful leadership of �
We Sell for Less
Jack Crane, who leaves for England
on the 13th, the class has established
an enviable record for advertising, alCompliments of
ready fulfilling their desired quota of

t

Auto Repairing

2871

|

408-410 32ml St.*
Store
�

Big Daylight

t

J. J. McKinnon

Phone Elliott

1282

The

I

Penn Mortgage Co.

219 Bellevue North

� Kenwood

�

Fourth High
the ticket sale

Old Mortgages and Contracts
Refunded

jj.
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HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Buildings of All Kinds
Planned, Constructed and
Financed

630 Burke Bldg.
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Seattle

Free Delivery

Phone EA 0532
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ALUMNI NOTES

Phone Main 3209

Municipal Public Mkt.

J.

is
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�
Boys, send your "Sweetie" a box of
candy. We feature Peacock, Page,
Shaw's, and Canterbury's, from
$1-00 to $5.00.

Christmas Cards, Seals, Toys, Tree
Ornaments, Etc. Perfumes, Toilet
Waters, Compacts, Cigars, Cigarettes, Flashlights, Books,
Games, Etc.

"Seattle Ice Cream"
Phone Us For Your Christmas
Ice Cream

Free Delivery

Phone East

0397

MONTLAKE
PHARMACY
1000 23rd Ave. North
>—

5-

�

join us College Night.
Arnold Beezer is following closely
on the heels of "Chuck" Moriarty to

once again.

General Contractors
PORTLAND

SAN FRANCISCO
\

*
\

MANCA'S CAFE

nate of this great metropolis, is expected to be on hand.
Vance Moriarty, Dan Buckley, Paul
Jackson, "Wits" Manca and "Gag"
Carroll are pursuing higher knowledge
at the U. of W. No absentees to be
hoped for from this quintet.
Jimmie Logan is in "the land of
perpetual sunshine," making a name
for himself as an athlete.
"Stick" White, the tailor-made man,
is running great competition with
"Tony" Klotz and Rockefeller for supremacy in the oil fields.
If Bill Long will accept Tommy
Ryan's invitation to be with us on the
said night he will hear the College

BEEZER BROS.
ARCHITECTS

We

hope that

Bert

Prickett

IDEAL

will

Electric Bakery

M. F. REGAN, Prop.
THE PERSONAL SERVICE STORE
1401!

SMITH BLDG. BARBER

SHOP*

"The Pick

and

Antiseptic—Third Floor

•'Service" Is
Appointment by

Our

Awarded

Main 6096

if desired

Long

the best

of

terms.

White

'Los Angeles'

Angeles "Regal Size" is

the "Cigar That Makes the Nickel
Worth a Bit"

The most

biggest

Co. and is acting as a buffer for Klotz
and White, who it is claimed, are not

popular and one of
selling
Manila Cigars

the

the Pacific Coast

on

For Sale Everywhere

and

Klotz are to be there and we expect

WOOLLEY

Lee to be on hand to take his position
as mediator.

CO.,

&

Inc.
U. S. Agents and
111S Third Avenue

Importers

Capitol 3968

G. F. Mossort

Seattle

North Broadway

PLUMBING &
HARDWARE CO.

FOURTH AND PINE

Milligan & Emt, Inc.

Plumbing and Heating
2402 10th AVE. N.

SEATTLE

-

F. L. HAYNES

1522 First
Avenue

Coal and Wood

(Next door to
Liberty Theatre)

Watchmaker and Manufacturing
Jeweler

All Work Guaranteed
>

—
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Lakeview Grocery
•

Louis

Hand Made
Filler—Mild and Fragrant

The Los

with the Shell

;

!

Prize" St.
1904

Strictly

Sax Burke, the ex-president of the
student body, is still

Compliments of

HENRY BRODERICK
Inc.

"Grand

'Germinal'

�

*

the Far East'

Two llninds:

would suggest
that Tommy
band together the gang at the

TYPEWRITERS

208 McDERMOTT BUILDING

of

9

Exposition

Northwest Typewriter Exchange

Motto

telephone

SEATTLE, WASH.

GERMINAL
MANILA CIGARS

All makes, guaranteed Machines, Sold, Rented, Repaired,
Exchanged

Remodeled—Everything Sanitary

18th AVE.

*

K. of C. and forget the Kelly pool for
one evening and join us in the annual
celebration of College Night.

on

QUALITY

Regan's Grocery

date.
We

OF

10th Ave. at Miller

Cap. 1022

ures his countenance he has only to
mention his name and he will be
marked present. December 19 is the

Ryan

GOODS

BAKERY

-

108 Columbia Street
Between Ist and 2nd

the typewriter mag-

Compliments of

howl out the date in large black-face
type—DECEMBER 19.

fame as a lawyer. "Arnie" has won give up financial matters for that
for himself the honor of representing date and chase up Doug McCarron for
the Seattle Chapter of Ballinger Inn, the pre-arranged festivities, and inthe honorary law fraternity, at a nacidentally remain himself.
tional convention in Florida; but we
Among the Goerig clan we have
would like to see once more his handlisted in our register, Cecil and Arthur,
some countenance before his departure
both with their father in the excavatfor the South; namely on December
ing business. If they cannot get the
19.
family car, a truck will serve the purRoger Coughlir. has recently joined
pose.
the order of the Benedicts. We hope
Maybe George Dreaney can "make
that he will be able to give his spouse
some excuse for his absence from the secure the Wau Regan" and join the
rest of the Caseys at the doings.
domum on the 19th.
Lester Schorn has not set foot in Paul Buffalo, we noticed in the colour halls for some time, but we expect umns, is the original adhesive tape
him to come out of his isolation and kid. If he can be with us regardless
allow us to hear his eloquent voice of the amount of tape which disfigRay Ouellette,

TWOHY BROS.
COMPANY

SEATTLE

for once and

For information or demonstration
PHONE MELROSE 1805
r

MARKET

Studebaker Automobiles

-

MURRAY MEAT

E. E. YOUNG

"Art" Shannon is making an envia- orchestra, which, of course, is not to
ble name for himself as a humorist. be comparad with his time.
At present he is writing for the Seattle
George and James McAteer, of the
"Star." We very much desire Arthur's
Red
Beard Shipping Co., and two of
presence at our annual College Night
the most faithful Alumni of the Colcelebration. His "Home Brew" is also
lege. merely need to be reminded of
invited.
the date, and are sure to be there.
Milo Manca is at present deeply
Wm. P. O'Connell, another of our
enveloped in his studies at the University of Washington. We sincerely faithful few, is making good with The
everyone knows.
We
hope that Milo will lay aside his books Progress, as

t

Compliments of

Stall 1
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John Matson, Prop.

102-34th Ave.

East
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Fifth North and Roy

See all the Big Pictures
at the

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE

*

Garfield 0338

0512j

Garfield 0339

Wm. Code,

Mgr.

N. 45th ST., AT MERIDIAN AVE.
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Glenn,

Beezer,

Connell,

Fingleton.

Penoza,

O'Hearn,

SEATTLE COLLEGE

TIES WHATCOM

Capt.

Capt.-Elect Monagle, Curran, Heney, Manager Stuntz, Burns,
Ferrendini, Powers, Mr. Maginnis, S. J., Coach; Stelte, McKinnon,

Paul, Aucourt,

Egan,

College Defeats Roosevelt

a rumble.

Led by Thornton, all-city half, and
aided by bad playing of the College,
West Seattle walked over the PanthBeezer's craver generalship, all deers 19 to 0. Thornton was the whole
serve special mention.
show—sweeping the ends, plunging
The ball was kept in the center of through the
line, throwing passes, or,
the field throughout the first quarter,

Score After Nine Passes Feature of the Game

Playing against a team that outSweeping down the field in the closweighed them ten pounds to the man,
ing minutes of the game for a touchSeattle College grid warriors held the
down with their brilliant aerial atlast year's state champion Whatcom
tack, the Panthers came from behind
High, of Bellingham, to a 7 to 7 tie in
and defeated the strong Roosevelt agthe down-sound city.
gregation by the score of seven to
Two minutes and forty seconds afthree, and thus brought to a thrilling
ter play started "Icky" Connell broke close one of the best played high
through the Whatcom line and, taking school games seen this year.
a punt off Thompson's toe, ran thirty
Defeating a team ranking second in
yards for the College score. Paul then the High School league, the Collegkicked for the extra point. The Pan- ians victory was all the more imthers at once became possessed of a
pressive due to the fact that three of
magnificent fighting spirit, and Curran regulars were missing.
and Paul began ripping off yardage
Undaunted by tile three to nothing
After
through the Whatcom line.
score against them, the Panthers
passing the middle of the field, howshowed their real fight by setting to
ever, they lost the ball on downs and work to cut down the lead which
the "high" boys, by a series of end
loomed so largely with a brilliant
runs from straight formation, placed
passing game that terminated in a
the oval on the ten-yard line, only to
for
Blue
lose it on

COLLEGE LOSES TO INDIANS

well-earned touchdown

the

with Roosevelt having a

to be

slight edge

well.

more

brief,

doing

everything

He simply bewildered the Col-

in yardage gained, until the very end
lege lads.
of the quarter. But they renewed it
Stair, former St. Martin's quarter,
in the next with a couple of end runs,
calling
signals for the Indians, also
one
hard
line
and
their
plunges
some
successful forward pass, which went called every College play, and as a
result the Blue and White could not
The Panfor a twenty yards gain.
How he did this is still
thers stopped them on the thirty-yard get started.
mystery
everyone, including hima
to
failing to make yardage

line, and after

self.
In the second half, however.
in three downs their plucky quarterback. Hyllengren.
elected to kick. West Seattle was held scoreless.
From a slight angle he calmly booted
Keen, Stair, and the ever-present
the pigskin squarely between the upThornton played the game for the
They threatened
to score West Siders, aided by the line work
rights.
again in this half, but a long pass was of O'Daniels, also a former St. Marintercepted by Connell in the shadow tin's man. For the College the least
of the Panthers' goal posts just as the said the better, although they had

j

j

j

and White machine. Not one of the timer's gun ended the half.
eleven men on the field all the time.
Here
had replaced Collegians' passes were grounded or
Stelte, who
however, had his elongated
Ferrandini,
quarter
teams
The third
found the
Beezer a.t quarter, calling Ferrendini intercepted. In all, during the game
struggling mainly in midfield, but just toe working overtime, and booted the
back for a punt formation, sent Cur- nine passes were tried and completed
as the quarter ended a twenty-yard ball for an average of 45 yards. One
ran through the line instead and the by the Panthers, to the one completed
pass, Glenn to Beezer, brought the punt sailed 60 yards. It was the dechunky little half made thirty yards out of nine attempts by the Teddies.
The Collegians had feat from West Seattle that made the
crowd to life.
before he was downed by the BellingThe touchdown was the result of six
and to start the team fight so courageously against the
however,
just begun,
ham safety.
successive passes and a buck over fourth quarter Ferrendini jumped up state champions, Whatcom High, two
The Whatcom score came just two center.
into the air in the middle of a crowd days later.

fine defensive game.

pass directly over the line of scrimmage. Although the Rougliriders took
time out to form plans to stop these
disturbing maneuvers, it had no effect
on the Panthers' good intentions, and
the result of the next play, a beautiful

it up, Glenn again
the ball to Ferrendini, wlio
made another beautiful catch.
From
here Paul bucked it over with a terrific plunge through, or rather over,
center. Try for point was made and
the score stood seven to three with
upon

breaking

tossed

less than two minutes to go.

The Teddies, ever dangerous, attempted desperately in the next two
minutes to score by hurling long
passes to the four winds, with the forfifteen-yard pass from Glenn to Beezer. lorn hope that somebody might catch
All were grounded, and with the
fight and well-organized teamwork, found the ball eighteen yards from the one.
of
the College's possession in
in
front
ball
in
directly
final
chalkmark,
and for these reasons no individual
Roosevelt's territory the timer's gun
star was predominant. However, the the goal posts. At this stage Stelte
the signal for eleven happy Panline plunging of Paul, the accurate was sent in for Beezer, and with the gave
dropto trot off the field with a wellall
set
for
a
thers
apparently
stage
snaring
passes
of
Glenn,
the
passing of
earned
victory in their possession.
the
Roughriders intent
by Curran, Ferrendini and Beezer, and kick, and with
;

having at last found himself,
showed the boys and girls how a
tackle should cavort. Glenn and Curran were the luminaries in the ColCurran also played a
lege attack.
noza,

of tacklers and grabbed Paul's short
pass over the line of scrimmage. On
the next play Glenn started out as if
he were going to make an end run, and
then casually tossed the egg into the
outstretched arms of Paul. This was
good for yardage. First down was
again made when Curran snared a

!

However, the Rougliriders' backfield
minutes before the final whistle, when
Thompson, Whatcom's star quarter, ran true to form in the first half, with
on an off-tackle play from a trick the exception of Gordon Bruce, who
formation, romped thirty-five yards was removed when he sustained an
The Blue and White defense
through the center of the College sec- injury.
ondary defense for a touchdown. He had a hard time fathoming Roosethen tied the score with a place kick velt's attack. Led by the stellar quarterback, Hyllengren, the Teddies were
on the try for point.
always dangerous.
This young man.
The famed Panther passing attack
of the ofsparkplug
was
Tommy,
the
failed to function, for Glenn was
the star of his team. His
fense
and
hounded on every play. Johnson, two
remarkable generalship featured and
hundred and ten pound center for the
forty-yard drop-kick accounted for
Bellingham team, was the star of the his
his team's three points.
play
way
every
into
game, knifing his
The Panthers displayed wonderful
and nicking his man every time. Pe-
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Panther Gridders
Down Pt. Angeles
When acting-captain, Mike Monagle,
led this fighting eleven onto the Port

Celtic-looking
through their

Ferrindini,

breaking

defense, blocked the kick

and ran the necessary ten yards for
a touchdown.
The final score of the game was
made in the last canto. Johannes, the

quarter, in a
Angeles gridiron in their final game plucky Port Angeles
wild effort to score, essayed to heave
of the 1923 football season, the peninstanding in the
sula gridders little dreamed of the forward passes while
shadow of his own goal line. It had
Beezer
quarterback
of
had
"bag
tricks"
the inevitable result. Glenn, ever alert,
tucked away somewhere between the
speared one of his desperate tosses,
auditory
his
two
orextremities of

interference,
The result of which gave "The and behind well-formed
twenty
yards
raced
to
a
touchdown.
Fighting Irish," Ferrlndini, et al, a 19-6
This was the end of the scoring for
win.
the day.
The home talent were the first to do
The entire College backfield scintheir stuff. Before the initial quarter
during the sixty minutes of
tillated
lease
on
had obtained a five-minute
work of
life, the "children of the deep" had play, while on the line the
was
Monagle
Connell
and
Ferrindini,
crossed the Seattle goal line on a fake
steady and effective.
punt formation, and with the try-for-

B

9

t^

24061/2

FIRST

R

SCHOL-WIL
CAPS

10th Ave. N.
CLASS WORK
ii

■■■■

Compliments of

gans.

"city fellers"
laboring under a

the

point

converted,

found

themselves

fierce and brilliant

Johannes, their pivot man, was all
that kept the collegians from running

led a few of his warriors
around his own left end, and a. few
moments later entered into a lengthy
argument with the entire Port Angeles
team, all to the effect that he did no
have the ball. As proof, he pointed
down the field; there stood left tackle
Groseclose well over the coveted chalk

years.

The line-up follows: Port Angeles
C. Brown, right end; Cleveland, right
tackle: Getchell, right guard; Smith,
center; Austin, left guard: McDonald,
left tackle; H. Cleveland, left end;
Frodle, right half; Johannes, quarter;
Kvale, left half; Geiness, fullback.
—

Seattle College—Monagle, right end;
right tackle; Burns, right
guard: Powers, center; Penoza, left
guard: Groseclose, left tackle; Fer-

Connell,

line, with the ball tucked under his
and wagging his fingers in a
familiar manner at the astonished na- rindini, left end; Beezer, quarter;
tives. It was the first touchdown that Glenn, left half; Curran, right half;
Byril ever made, and the referee spent Paul, fullback. Substitutions:
Alexa strenuous five minutes inducing the ander for Powers, Aucourt for Penoza,
wild-eyed Groseclose to give up the Penoza for Groseclose, Stelte for Beeball.
Paul failed in his place kick zer, Heney for Monagle.
in try-for-point, the score now standing
Referee. Pickering; Umpire, O'Con7-6, but for some reason the "Irish" nor; Head Linesman. Morrison.
looked happy. They now began to
understand what "Mike" meant by
"sikology," and the game was as good
arm,

as won.

Monagle's fierce-looking word had
spread its tenacious "jinx" over the
peninsula gridders. Only once after
this did the Port boys become in any

MODERN SHOE
REPAIR SHOP

way threatening, but over-anxiousness
on their part, coupled with a solid
blue and white line, thrust them back

YOUR SATISFACTION AND
OUR GUARANTEE
Under New Management
A new up-to-date shoe repair shop,
whore all work is done by first
class repairer.

from the danger zone.
In the second quarter, the Port An-

ADE JHONSON

Jeweler

Optometrist

We are always striving to give our
customers better values and service
for their money. It is along these
lines we hope to prosper.
4505 University Way

$30

$35

Shoe Repairer
The

Finest Barber Shop
Pacific oCast

on

J

11 Barber*

Manicuring, Shoe Shining
Phone: Main 1305

1421 FOURTH AVENUE
Next to Rippe's Cafe

Do

you want a

Higher Education?

Do you
day? Would

business of your own some
like to take a trip East or across the Ocean?

want a

you

There is

a way you can

accomplish

one or

all

WORK and SAVE!

of these things.

Deposit your savings with the Oldest and
Largest Savings Bank in the Northwest, which
for 34 years has always

paid all

withdrawals

WASHINGTON MUTUAL
SAVINGS BANK

the

Nelson & Bryan
10 Chairs

WORK and
SAVE

promptly.

4131 Fremont Ave.

geles eleven, with their backs to the
wall, were forced to punt and the

gTwarner

$25

up a bigger score.

The Seattle College eleven and
ing his doughty cohorts around him.
Says Michael, "It coach brought back to town with them
waxed eloquent.
seems to me there's a wurrud in wan many incidents of the courtesy and
av our text-books
called 'sikology.' sportsmanship of the Angeles fans and
Beezer, you hard-headed haythen, do players, and asserted it to be the most
"Aye, aye. hospitable town they have visited in
you get what I mane?"

Beezer

Home of the Two-Pants Suits

play of len

the

Then "Mike" Monagle, being a true
son of Erin, got hot under the collar,
or rather the shoulder pads, and call-

and

401 PIKE STREET

The great work of Bob McDonald,
the bulwark of the Angeles line, and

7-0 handicap.

sir," says the nautical Beezer,
then—well something happened.

Tailored Ready Co.

110]

Second

Avenue

Established
34 Years

Resources:
$26,000,000.00
OFFICERS
R. Frazier. President
William Thaanum. Vice President
Rollin Sanford, Vice President
Willis S. Darrow, Vice President
Raymond

Harry Shelton, Secretary
Walter J. Ward, Assistant Secretary
Harry G Baldwin. Assistant Secretary

Herbert

C.

Bryant,

Assistant

Secretary
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Sport Spotlight

JUNIORS PLAY

*

*

*

#

*

*

*

are the poor in spirits for
they shall stay sober.
#

$

*

Caesar conquered nations,
A mighty man was he;
And in the second chapter,
He conquered Kozlowski.
Childhood Delusions
At the age of ten, Martin Ralph
Hicks thought that miners must be
awfully tough individuals when he read
the "No Minors Allowed" sign over
saloon entrances.
John Ezra Paul, as a bouncing baby
boy of twelve summers, firmly believed that the headhunters he read
about in books of adventure supplied
heads for the noodle soup industry.
Henry Euclid Ivers, when VERY
young, traded two thin dimes for a

I

In his hair.
II
A guy I like is Henry Ivers,
He has a drag
With the taxi drivers.
111
I won't play tag with Eddie Beezer.
Socked me on the head
With a lemon-squeezer.
*

*

*

#

In Chemistry Class
Mr. O'Neill:
"What was the first

nitride, Bernard?"
Scholtes:

"Paul

Revere's, sir."

*

*

Famous Cues

1. billiard
2. mis
3. Chinamen's
beb
4.

tie
7.
8.
pid
9. barbe
10. Q. E. D.
*

*

So Sad

Sing a song a sixpence,
A fellow full of rye,
Four and twenty lamp posts

Slowly wobbling by,

When the posts got past him,
Down he sat —kerflop!
Now wasn't that a dainty sight
To set before a cop.
—Contrib.

COLLEGE TO HAVE
CRACK HOOP TEAM
O'Connor, with his two years' experience on the college squad, coupled
with his all-star performance for last
tets developed at Seattle College in year's Celtic A. C., knows the game
recent years. Of medium weight, fast and bids sure to hold the job down to
and full of determination, the squad, perfection. Egan has been a member
captained by Tommy Glenn, is out to of the squad for four years and can
hold their own with the best teams in in his own clever style keep the sicore
down to a minimum, adding a point or
the state.
two for the Blue and White when the
With Ferrindini, the all-city center,
From all available dope the 1924
basketball team will enjoy the distinction of being one of the best quin-

occasion arises.

in the jump-off position, and Kendall
and Capt. Glenn as his aids, the shoot-

ing end of the game need not worry

Mister Dunne.

The guards, O'Connor

and Egan, are regular demons at the

checking game and death to overitealous forwards.

In it the team was Play Lincoln to Another Scoreless Tie
Angeles game.
facing a real test, and it really was a
closer and more hard-fought battle
The last game of the season £or the
than the score of 19 to 6 indicates. Juniors was a "nip and tuck" tussle
This victory put the Panthers among with a team of aspirants for the Lincoln High First squad, who failed to
the best football teams and established a reputation with outside make the grade. The result of this
second game with the Lincoln secschools as nothing else could.
onds was another scoreless tie.
*

*

*

The flashy Junior playing easily
Glenn and Stelte deserve special
mention for their work in this and made up for the weight handicap
other games of the season, this being under which they labored. Outclasstheir initial year in football at the ing the young Railsplitters in fight
College.
They are among the best on the defensive and teamwork on the
offensive, it was hard for the Prep
bets for the team next season.
squad to leave the gridiron without
Captain Egan had an unlucky year, having pushed the ball over the last
injuries keeping him out of a good white line and tasted once the sweets
many of the games. However, Mike of victory over their friendly rivals.
While all worked together, a few
Monagle handled his place efficiently
bright lights shone out sufficiently to
and lead the team to well-earned victories. We hope that this pair will be merit special mention.
Playing the
back again for another successful game of his life at guard, Suver thoroughly enjoyed himself smearing crissyear.
crosses and cross-bucks before they
The center position was well taken could get started, and in general pilcare of by Powers, who developed into ing into the mixup on every play. In
his capacity of Captain he continued
a capable guardian of this difficult position. Alexander also deserves praise his work of the season by directing
the defense with his imcanny knack
for his work in the snapperback station, handling himself like a veteran of calling the plays of the opponents.
"Tony" Hein, running-mate to Suver,
in the Roosevelt tussle.
opened up holes at right tackle for the
Mr. Maginnis is well satisfied with smashing eight-yard plunges of Guiry.
Guiry's final march down the field was
the showing of the Panther football
stopped only by the timer's whistle.
aggregation. It is the best team the
Haughian played his usual steady
College has been able to turn out for
game, and was responsible for many
quite a while, and no small credit is
substantial gains.
due to the coach, who worked tireThe few times that the Juniors' goal
lessly with the men to produce a real
line
was threatened by the heavyrepresentative squad.
So far as is
plunging Lincoln backfield, the Junior
known he will be back again to conline held like varsity veterans, and
tinue his efforts along this line.
McCarron would with his usual composure send the ball forty yards down
Now that old King Football is dead
the field in a high spiral.
after a regal year, we must turn our
A peculiar freak play marked the
and
thoughts
attention to basketball.
With the support of every one of the closing period of the game. Mcßride,
students we can make the coming sea- tackle, running down a punt, scooped
son of this sport something to be up a Lincoln fumble, and aided by
some rapid interference had an open
aimed at in future years. A remarkably good squad is turning out every field for a score. In the deepening
afternoon, and by all signs the team twilight the ten-yard line looked close
will surpass last year's by a good enough to the goal posts for him, so
margin. Mr. Dunne and Captain Glenn there he decided to touch the ball
While the darkness was alare trying their best to put the team down.
enough for the blunder,
most
excuse
over big.
no one needed to ask the fighting
how it felt to lose his chance
The hoop artists did not get off to tackle
to become a hero.
a good start in their first practice
The Junior lineup was as follows:
game against Wilson's Business ColR. E., Haley; R. T„ Hein; R. G„
lege, losing the game by a one-point
margin.
However, this setback was Suver; C., Lansing; L. G., Lauer;
L. T., Meade; L. E„ O'Shea; Q„ Mcan advantage inasmuch as it will check
any tendency toward over-confidence, Loughlin; R. H., McCarron; L. H.,
so detrimental to a successful quintet. Haughian; F., Guiry. Substitutions;
Shattuck for Lauer, Mcßride for
Meade, Meade for O'Shea, Law for
"Icky" Connell, a valuable member
Mcßride.
of the squad, is out at the present
time with an infected foot. He is expected to be back in a week or so to
continue his hoop work.
*

*

*

5.
6. P. D.

*

Grace Bonney looked into a gas tank,
But nothing at all could she see;
She lighted a match to assist her:
Oh bring back my Bonney to me!

*

A guy I hate is Howard LeClair,
He uses stacomb

*

*

*

FINAL GAME

*

Rassy Rhymes

shiny new nickel.
*

*

*

Blessed

ing last year, he should prove to be
the best center in the city this season.

Without doubt the greatest game of
the year for the College was the Port

A magician is Mike Monagle,
"Icky" Connell wants it thoroughly
The best I've ever seen,
understood that all rumors claiming
to
be
a
firm
in
tramples not a blade of grass.
believer
Santa
He
him
Claus are false. He says that four
While gambling on the green.
long years ago, when paying his respects to this jolly old personage, a
December's Definition
certain immobility of facial expresOptimist—The fellow who refrains
sion on the latter's part caused him to from buying
a checkered vest for fear
change his long-standing conviction.
he'd get one on Christmas.

Can't String Him
A divinity student named Fiddle,
Refused to take his degree;
For it was enough to be Fiddle,
Without being—Fiddle, D. D.

December, 1923

*

*

*

#

*

*

#

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Capt. Glenn has dropped the leather
through the iron hoops since he could
lift a ball, and if he doesn't suddenly
go blind, will keep the scorers busy
X
marking down the points.
Kendall,
small but all there, has displayed wonGreat things are hoped from Ferrenderful form and an excellent style of dini, the lank football star, in basket(Continued on page 12.)
ball this year. According to his show*

Bellevue Dye Works

*

10th

Vie. IV.—Capitol 0756

l>v> Cleaning
Steam Cleaning
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and Delivered
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LECTURE ON ALASKA AND AD
DRESS BY RT. REV. JOSEPH
CRIMONT
(Continued from page 3.)

There are not enough missionaries,
not enough money, for "poor Alaska."
It is so near and yet seems so far.

The Dean of Railsbury

BRAKES

(Continued from page 3.)

UlinilkW

pecially for his work in
act.

the second

But while all these shone in a most
sparkling manner,

Courtney, as

™

1606 Boylston Ave.

East 0478

the

J

New and Snappy Shirts

STANDARD
PLUMBING CO.

$1.35

|

$

185

$

2 .65

Also

1

H. M. BROWN

at

Popular Prices

Compliments of

You will be instrumental in the conversion of Alaska, our Pacific Coast Mission. and will receive the merits of the
missionaries' labors. Prayers and good

>99

|

vtUClGni

Noel's Brake Service

Who are interested?
Crusaders, I venerable old Dean, was brilliant.
will call upon you to pray —what you Taking a character distinctly apart
cannot do by your own means, may be from the others, and one having nothdone by others and by their means. ing in common with the spirit of the
play, he showed that he possessed
everything necessary for the successful thespian.
However, the play is a warning to
desires are needed, especially from us to keep away from English comeBe enthusiastic!
You dies, because considered in itself, it
Crusaders.
must put heart and soul in every was poor, in fact the poorest that the
undertaking, if you wish success. And College has put on in a number of
I thank you for what you have already years. A time-worn plot, and complications older still, was all the Dean
done."
The city of Seattle, not long ago, had of Railsbury had to offer. And the
another most distinguished guest—- writer makes so bold as to state that
none other than the late lamented were it not for excellent acting on
President Warren G. Harding. It was the part of the principals the play
here —in our presence—that he made would have been a dismal failure.
The orchestra, under the gifted bahis last public speech, and the keynote was a plea "to save Alaska from ton of Mr. King, S. J., lent completion
those who would exploit her almost to two evenings of perfect entertainlimitless treasures." On his tragic ment.
"The Dean of Railsbury" is a thing
trip to the "Land of the Midnight
of the past.
Courtney, LeClair and
Sun" it was his suggestion that "Alaska was now fruitful for the seeds of the rest are more famous than ever.
The people of Seattle are that much
Christianity."
By the lecture we were informed happier for a few hours cheerfully
that, Al-ay-ek-sa is a native word sig- spent with us, and the student body
nifying "the great land." And true to is richer by some $500. But on thinkits name. Alaska is great, considering ing over these things, let us not forboth quality and quantity; the former get the man who made them all posby its "almost limitless treasures," sible and give to him his proper and
When just praise. I refer to the Director.
the later by its great size.
superimposed upon a map of the Mr. Elliott, S. J.
United States, Alaska touches on the f
Mxpert Locksmith—Key Fi<tingeast, Atlanta, Georgia; on the west,
Safe Combinations Changed
Los Angeles, California, and extends
Cylinders Master-Keyed
from the Canadian boundary, on the
M. M. GRASS
Phones Main 3705, Melrose 2454
north, to the Mexican boundary, on

A.
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Holy and Happy Seasons of Christmas and
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Class of Second A to
Faculty and Students
of Seattle College
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These, being only grammar
schools, they are only Junior Units.
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the College Unit, and Mr. Wm. Ken-
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T HE

CRACK HOOP TEAM
from page 10.)

Junior Debating Society

(Continued

play, and, as last year, is after the
ball all the time.
Stelte, the youngster who created

such a stir as quarter on the football
team, can show the boys a few tiicks
on the oak floor as well, and already
has a place cinched on the first squad.
Connell, another football star, has
turned his energy to basketball, and
after a year's absence from the game
will most likely do reserve duty at
either center or guard.
Coolan and Powers, both husky lads,

will undoubtedly see action before the
long grind ends. O'Leary, a forward
from the 130 team, is a little light for
varsity competition, but will, with his
trained eye, ring up a few counters
when he enters the game.
The opposition this year will be
stiffer than last season, and Mr. Dunne
has his attack and defense mapped
out to bowl over even the hardest and
smartest of opponents.

COLLEGE

FRESHMEN
LEAD
LOYALTY LEAGUE

IN

to the College Freshmen.
Not satisfied with the quota assigned
to them, they set a higher standard,
Hats off

and when the smoke of battle had disappeared they were out in front with

a good start in the first lap of the
race for the Loyalty pennant.
Ardent praise is due the class of
First High B, which finished second,
also bettering their quota. It must
be rather painful for the upper classmen to have the pace set by the low-

est class.
Keep it up!

Good

Freshmen.

work,

PA L E S T H A

The records of the weather bureau
show that Seattle experienced an unusually calm and quiet November. One
spot, however, a spot in the very heart
of the city, was far from being calm
and quiet.
Every Wednesday afternoon in the assembly hall of our own

Seattle College storm clouds gathered,
lightning flashed, and mighty thunderThe Junior
claps shook the walls.
Debating Society was in sesson.
On November 7, Alan Welch, gifted
with the eloquence of an Andy Gump,
or a Rudolph Nebbs, and with the
looks of both, ably assisted by Emmet
Kelly, that sterling Irish orator who
bids fair to rival Daniel O'Connell himself, successfully upheld the negative
side of the question: "Resolved, that
our present policy of excluding the
Chinese from our country is unjustifiable," against the onslaughts of the
would-be Siamese twins, Norman Donahue and Charles Ryan. The "heathen
Chinee" shall never profane American
soil if Welch or Kelly can prevent
them.
One week later, the fourteenth to be
of the scheduled debaters
failed to appear. Did that deter the
determined troupe?
By no means!
"Mose" Mullally challenged "Speed"
Ferrendini to an impromptu debate,
"Resolved, that baseball requires more
physical skill than football"; Mullally, of course, taking the affirmative.
"Mose" evidently had argued on the
subject before, for his arguments were
well arranged and well delivered.
"Dini" put up a good fight, but was
plainly outclassed. The cause of baseball triumphed.

At date of going to press it was
learned by special leased wire direct
from the scene of battle that on December 5 John Byrne and
Harold
won from Neil Smith and
Harvey Coolen, the winners having

r
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Savings

/
/

/
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W

Per Annum
Compounded
Se mi-Annually
/s the Least
We Have
Ever Paid

A savings account will give you a proud and liappv
feeling throughout the New Year and as long as you
keep it and add to it.

Cigars

You can start an account with ifcl or more.
He sure to come to our new home at the corner of
Second and University.

1607 4th Ave.

MUTUAL SAVINGS
and LOAN ASSOCIATION

Bldg.

Upstairs

V.

FRIEND

Start a Savings Account at the "Mutual Savings"
with a part of your Christmas money.

L. L. SMITH

>

COMPLIMENTS
OF A

A Christmas Suggestion to the Boys and
Girls who read "The Palestra"

Quality Clothes Shop

E. Pine

SEATTLE

0092

——B

Oil

SEATTLE

lloom 221', McDermott

THIRD AVENUE
BETWEEN PIKE AND PINE

,

5

/

GROCERIES

FIRST AVENUE
ANDCHERRY STREET

Compliments
of
Henry Rroderick
& Co.

*

THE KAUFER CO.
Church Goods

Jones Thurlow Co.

Igwman&Jfariiord (a

Broadway Shoe Repair
Company

N

r

'

We Call-—We Deliver
1604 Broadway
Bast

holiday

Books. Stationery,
Leather Goods
Toys, Games, Dolls and
Books for the children.
Books at Uptown Store Only

_/

V.

mm—mwmm^mMiM

Main 4173

An ideal place to select
gifts.

ADVERTISERS

*

gether.

.

PALESTRA

2048 Market St.
Ballard
C. P. Du Cette, Prop.

been firmly established, and they were
late in getting started. The returns
from the spring play should show a
more uniform standing of the classes
and bring the averages closer to-

/

PATRONIZE

THE GROTTO
Fountain Lunch
—

THE CHRISTMAS
BOOK STORE

SEATTLE

/

i

/

Prop.

East fiercer

PHONE EAST WMi

their ability to pick flaws in the arguments of their opponents. For the
negative Joe Manion showed how it
is done at Santa Clara, and Syl McBride how it is done at Ballard. The
latter method is short and sweet.

Candies

iiiml

SEATTLE

V

v

The question read, "Resolved,
that the actions of Governor Walton
are justifiable."
Charlie Lauer and
Ed Eckern of the affirmative merited
the judges' decision by virtue of their
own clear reasoning together with

—

5348 BALLARD AVE.

>

East Mercer
Pharmacy

exact, some

Ice Crenm

Electricians
PHONE SUNSET 0474

ton.

fected its average.
Being the first play of the year, the
delinquency of some of the classes can
be excused. The routine had not yet

Contracting and

the affirmative side of the quetsion,
that the United States
should have commercial reciprocity
with Canada."

"Resolved,

On the twenty-first the society was
treated to the best and most bitterly
contested debate of the year. The subject was one that occupied much space
dents. The remainder of the classes in the daily papers at the time,
finished in the following order:
Col- namely, the actions of Governor Wal-

Contrary to expectations, Third
High did not get away to a flying start
this year as formerly.
The Loyalty
pennant won by this class last year
is in grave danger of being lost to its
present holders unless some energetic
action is taken in the sale of tickets
for the spring play.
Fourth High failed to place in the
first division mainly through the fault
of some members who did not make
their returns at the stipulated time,
thus rendering the class subject to
the usual penalty which seriously ef-

BOWIE ELECTRIC
COMPANY

Ford had

Third and fourth places were taken
by Second A and First A, respectively,
another example of the superior fighting spirit among the younger stu-

lege Sophomores, Third High and Second B.

December. 1923

SECOND AVENUE AND UNIVERSITY STREET

Quality Suits and
Overcoats
For Voting Men and Boys
-

